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The Many Benefits of Reading Blogs
By Olivia Lattanza
In today’s world, blogging is one of the
most prevalent online resources for people to write and express their thoughts.
While some people blog for fun, others
are making a career out of it. For any hobby that you may have, whether it be fashion, fitness, or cooking, there is bound to
be a blog on it. In reality, the chances are
high that there will be dozens of popular
blogs for any given topic, and legal blogs
are certainly not an exception.
During my law school experience, I
have come across various types of blogs
that have provided interesting and helpful information about law school and bar
preparation. For example, there are several law school blogs written by current law
students. In these blogs, there are posts
devoted to tackling your first 1L assign-

ment, structuring your outline,
On our blog, our staff members
surviving the infamous cold call
have the opportunity to write a
in class and saving money to
blog post based on their note by
buy school books. These blogs
focusing on the key background
are a great way to receive advice
information, analysis, and mafrom other law students. In fact,
jor implications of their topic.
I bought a book stand for textI enjoy editing and providing
books after reading a blog post
feedback to staff members bedescribing how useful this prodcause each blog provides an inOlivia Lattanza
uct was for studying. Additionteresting perspective on differally, blog posts written by bar preparation ent areas of law. In fact, I understand how
companies are extremely informative, es- valuable blogs can be during the research
pecially as a 3L student. In these blogs, process because I often read blogs writI am quickly updated on the important ten by firms and other law school jourbar course schedule and study strategies nals while writing my note. I am looking
to better prepare myself for the July 2020 forward to having readers learn about the
Bar Examination.
interesting topics presented on the Touro
Further, blogs that discuss recent devel- Law Review blog and use the information
opments in the law are very common. As to expand their knowledge of those areas
the Managing Editor of the Touro Law Re- of law.
Who says lawyers only have to read
view, one of my tasks is to edit and review
blog posts submitted by our staff members. law-related blogs? In my spare time, I en-

joy reading Disney World blogs that provide updates on the latest park attractions,
food options, and other events happening in the parks around the world. When
you have a few minutes during lunch or
after work, conduct a quick search online
for a blog that fits your interests. Taking
some time from studying or preparing for
court to read something that interests you
may actually spark your creativity and allow you to work more efficiently. Overall,
aside from the benefits to your well-being,
you may find that reading blogs can be a
fun way to spend your time.
Note: Olivia Lattanza is a third-year student at Touro Jacob D. Fuchsberg Law
Center, where she serves as the Managing
Editor of the Touro Law Review. She also
assists students as a Writing Coach in the
Touro Law Writing Center. Olivia can be
reached at Olattanz@student.touro.edu.

CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY

Decision Removes Uncertainty About Protecting Workers’ Comp Awards
By Craig D. Robins

cern and uncertainty here. Often a potential client has a situation in which they are entitled
Up until 2011, there was a beto a lump sum worker’s comlief among consumer bankruptpensation award, and they have
cy practitioners in our district
already received it. If the client
that workers’ compensation benfiles a petition and seeks to exefits were totally exempt and
empt these funds, will the trustfully protected. Two sections of
Craig D. Robins
ee argue that they are not prothe New York Debtor and Credtected, relying on Wydner? Or
itor Law (§§ 282 and 283) apwill the trustee let it go because there is
peared to provide for that.
However, in 2011, a judge in the West- no case law on this issue in the Eastern
ern District of New York decided that a District of New York, and exemption statworkers’ compensation disability pay- utes in general seem to favor protecting
ment that the debtor receives before the disability awards?
The former was the scenario eventualbankruptcy is filed is not exempt. In re
ly presented to Judge Louis A. ScarcelWydner, 454 B.R. 565.
This opinion created a great deal of con- la, sitting in the Central Islip Bankruptcy

Court, who just issued a decision on Oct.
16, 2019. In re Naura, Case No.18-75891las (Bankr. E.D.N.Y). Here, the debtor
suffered a permanent partial disability relating to the use of his leg due to an accident that occurred in 2012. Prior to filing
the bankruptcy case, the debtor received a
WC compensation check for $45,000. The
debtor had not yet cashed the check so
there was no issue of commingling funds.
The debtor eventually claimed that the
WC award is exempt under NYDCL §
282(2)(c), Work. Comp. Law §§ 33 and
218(2), and Labor Law § 595(2). However, the trustee, Andrew M. Thaler, filed a
motion objecting to the exemptions. He did
not dispute that disability and WC benefits
are generally exempt outside of bankrupt-

cy and that they would be exempt if made
payable or earned after the bankruptcy filing. However, he contended that benefit
payments received by a debtor prior to filing are not exempt, based on Wydner.
The dispute in Wydner was whether
the debtor could exempt a lump sum WC
award received before commencement of
the bankruptcy case. The Wydner court
said no, basing its decision on a murky interpretation of the wording in NYDCL §
282(2)(c). The issue was, what does the
phrase, “the debtor’s interest in,” ultimately mean? This led that court to then
go beyond the “ambiguous” statutory text
to consider the legislative history. The de(Continued on page 33)

VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC

Suffolk County Traffic and Parking Violations Agency Practice Tips
By David A. Mansfield
A defense counsel appearing before the
Suffolk County Traffic and Parking Violations Agency needs to take a comprehensive approach toward the initial interview
in order to be able to anticipate issues that
may arise during the course of their representation and to properly set expectations
for the outcome.
When first speaking with a client on
the telephone, the first question should be
whether the case is scheduled for trial or
for a conference. Counsel usually, but not
always, will be granted at least one adjournment of a conference date, but once
the case is set for trial it becomes a matter
of urgency.
You should always, if you have a choice
and the client is in your office, look at the
original tickets to determine the type of

vehicle they were driving, their age, and
the exact charges.
A review of the electronic supporting
deposition will provide some insight as to
the anticipated testimony at any trial. The
agency does permit plea bargaining but the
guidelines are very complex. For example:
• Counsel’s understanding of current
policy regarding cell phones and portable electronic device violations require
that your client meet a licensing threshold of 10 years prior to the date of incident to be considered for a reduction of
the charge. Any reduction of the charge
would be subject to a further review of
their record to see if any prior offenses
of a similar nature were committed or
reduced in the last 10 years.
• The agency will restrict plea bargaining §1225-d and §1225-c(2a) violations regarding improper use of por-

ry sanction from the Department
table electronic devices and
of Motor Vehicles such as three
cellphones for operating a
speeds in 18 months §510(2)(a)
commercial vehicle with the
(iv). §510(3)(d) carves out an
weight in excess of 10,000
exception only for §1192 violbs.
lations which bars courts from
• Railroad crossing violations
imposing additional discretion§1170, §1171, §1176 and
ary suspensions or revocations.
passing a stopped school bus
summons §1174 will not be David A. Mansfield King vs. Kay 39 Misc. 3d 995,
963 N.Y.S. 2d 537 (2013).
plea bargained. This policy is
When
the
prosecution requests, and the
consistent with many jurisdictions.
judicial
hearing
officer grants a §510(3)
• An 11-point speeding violation will not
(d)
post-conviction
suspension over your
be reduced and is not eligible for refertimely
opposition,
defense
counsel should
ral to Youth Court.
make
a
further
application
to make the
Counsel and their client must be preclient
eligible
for
a
restricted-use
license
pared for an application for a suspension
§530,
15
NYCRR
Part
135.7(8),
which
pending prosecution under §510(3)(a) and
will
be
opposed
by
the
agency
prosecutor.
a post-conviction suspension or revocaThe same advice applies to the §510(3)
tion under §510(3)(d).
(d)
in that you should request the opporA post-conviction suspension may be
(Continued on page 34)
requested even though there is a mandato-
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Trust and Estates Update (Continued from page 14)
to quantify, after the fact, the value of the
executorial services performed was misguided, at best. Further, the court found
the Attorney General’s suggested guidelines for the expert were unworkable, and
would prove to be a costly, time consuming, and an unwieldy process.
Simply stated, in requesting that an expert be retained, the court found that the
Attorney General ignored the plain fact
that it was uniquely qualified to determine
compensation to be paid from an estate or
trust based on a reasonableness standard.
In view thereof, after a thorough examination of the services performed, and the
“impressive” results achieved, the court
determined the reasonable compensation
of the executors and the deceased executor in the full amounts requested.
In re Helmsley, NYLJ, Aug. 20, 2019, at 22
(Sur. Ct. New York County).
Interrogatories
Before the court in the pending probate
proceeding was, inter alia, a contested
motion by the decedent’s spouse for authorization to conduct SCPA 1404 examinations by written interrogatories. The
motion was opposed by the decedent’s
son.
The decedent died, survived by a
spouse, a son, and two daughters. The
propounded instrument was undated, contained what appeared to be a self-proving affidavit and named the spouse as the
executor of the estate and its sole beneficiary. The signatures of the decedent and

witnesses did not appear on the will, but
rather the purported self-proving affidavit,
which was notarized.
In support of her application, the spouse
contended that she could not afford to
pay the expenses connected with in-person depositions for the out-of-state witnesses, as there were no liquid assets with
which to satisfy those costs. Moreover,
the spouse alleged that she was retired
and of limited means to support herself.
In opposition, the decedent’s son alleged
that the provisions of SCPA 1404 required
that the spouse produce the witnesses for
examination, and that he be afforded with
the ability to personally examine them at
the estate’s expense.
In denying the motion, the court observed that SCPA 1405(2) provides that
“where an attesting witness is absent from
the state and it is shown that his testimony
can be obtained with reasonable diligence
the court may and shall upon the demand
of any party require his testimony to be
taken by commission.” Accordingly, the
court required that the SCPA 1404 examinations be taken by personal appearance.
In re Wood, NYLJ, Aug. 9, 2019, at 34 (Sur.
Ct. Bronx County).
Sale of real property
Before the Appellate Division, Second
Department, in Matter of Kahn, was an
appeal from an Order of the Surrogate’s
Court, Kings County, which denied a petition by the administrator of the decedent’s
estate to remove the restrictions on his let-

ters of administration that prohibited him
from selling real property owned by the
decedent at death.
In support of his application to the Surrogate’s Court, the administrator represented that the real property in issue was
encumbered by an $870,000 mortgage,
together with interest and penalties, and
was in foreclosure. Further, he alleged
that the fair market value of the premises
was $325,000, and that it was in need of
repairs that exceeded $130,000. Accordingly, the petitioner sought authorization
to conduct a short sale of the property for
the sum of $308,750.
The Surrogate’s Court denied the petition finding, inter alia, that the petitioner
had not made an adequate showing that the
proposed sale was in the best interests of
the estate. Specifically, to this extent, the
court noted that while the petitioner had
submitted, inter alia, the lender’s letter
approving the proposed sale, an appraisal of the property, substantiation for the
cost of repairs, and a waiver and consent
executed by a distributee, he had failed
to submit evidence establishing the existence of the mortgage or the sum owed,
proof that the property was in foreclosure,
or that there were no other distributees interested in the relief requested.
The Appellate Division affirmed, opining that in fulfilling its duty “to preserve
and enhance, as far as possible, the assets of decedents’ estates,”1 a Surrogate
should be guided by an estate’s best interests To this extent, the court observed

that a decedent’s personal property is the
primary source for the payment of the
decedent’s debts, and that land cannot be
used as a source of funds unless the personalty has been exhausted. On the other
hand, the primary source for payment of a
mortgage debt is the mortgaged premises.
Thus, to obtain court authorization to sell
real property to satisfy a decedent’s debts,
including mortgage debts, a personal representative must demonstrate that the
decedent’s personal property is otherwise
insufficient to do so.
In view of the foregoing, the court concurred with the Surrogate’s determination
that, without other evidence, the petitioner’s conclusory assertions regarding the
extent of the decedent’s personal property and debts, the existence and status of
the mortgage, and the identity of potential
distributees was insufficient to support the
relief sought.
Matter of Kahn, N.Y.L.J., June 7, 2019, at
p. 25 (App. Div., 2nd Dep’t).
Note: Ilene S. Cooper is a partner with the
law firm of Farrell Fritz, P.C. where she concentrates in the field of trusts and estates. In
addition, she is past-Chair of the New York
State Bar Association Trusts and Estates Law
Section, and a past-President of the Suffolk
County Bar Association.
1. Matter of Jones, 8 NY2d 24, 27, citing Matter of
Graves, 197 Misc 555, 557 (Sur. Ct. Erie County).

Consumer Bankrupcy (Continued from page 20)
cision was controversial and many attorneys did not think it was good law.
However, Mr. Thaler urged our court
to consider it. In short, the trustee argued
that although payments received pre-petition are exempt under state law, that is not
the case in bankruptcy. Instead, according
to the trustee, such payments should be
viewed as cash, with the source and reason for payment being irrelevant unless
the payment is received post-petition.
In his 22-page written decision, Judge
Scarcella initially noted some basic concepts. The trustee bears the burden of
proving that the debtor’s claimed exemption is improper. The purpose of exemptions is to provide a debtor with a fresh
new start and they are a critical component to this basic bankruptcy principle.
Exemption statutes are to be construed
liberally in the debtor’s favor.
The judge then discussed the exemption statutes. Work. Comp. Law §§ 33 and
218(2), and Labor Law § 595(2) all essentially provide that compensation or disability benefits due shall be exempt from

all claims of creditors.
The judge stated that when a debtor files for bankruptcy in New York and
elects to claim exemptions under the New
York exemption scheme, the applicable
state exemptions are set forth in NYDCL
§§ 282 and 283. These provisions protect
the right to receive benefits. In discussing
these statues, the judge commented that
the public policy behind protecting disability and WC awards from the reach of
creditors is a long standing one.
In working through an analysis, Judge
Scarcella delved deep into the same Wydner issue concerning statutory interpretation. He drew the opposite conclusion that
the Wydner court found. Judge Scarcella
stated that he disagreed with the Wydner
court’s conclusion that the applicable statute is ambiguous. He stated that it is plain
on its face.
Judge Scarcella went so far as to comment that “in short, the trustee asks this
court to rewrite the statute, which is neither silent nor unclear on the question at
issue.” He also opined that “the trustee’s

reading unreasonably restricts application of NYDCL § 282(2) and defeats the
purpose of the statute. Additionally, the
outcome advocated by the trustee undermines the distinct social policies why we
have exemption laws in the first place and
countermands the protection given a debtor entitled to a disability benefits.”
Thus, in handing the debtor a big win,
Judge Scarcella removed the uncertainty that
our jurisdiction has had to deal with for the
better part of a decade concerning whether
some WC awards were exempt or not.
However, he did not stop there, stating
that “if called upon to rule on whether a
workers’ compensation payment received
in a lump sum pre-petition may properly
be claimed as exempt under § 522(d), this
court would comfortably find that a workers’ compensation payment received as a
lump sum pre-petition can qualify for the
exemption permitted under § 522(d)(11)
(E) when the § 522(d)(10)(C) exemption
is not available.
Kudos to Judge Scarcella for going
above and beyond. The Wydner decision

had created great uncertainty. Judge Scarcella not only resolved that but clarified
the issue that WC proceeds are exempt,
whether the debtor uses the state or federal exemptions. It is nice when the court
provides clarity to counsel for how to maneuver through a certain issue, which is
greatly appreciated by the bankruptcy bar.
Practice Tip. In order to preserve the
exemption, it is important that the debtor
does not commingle the exempt funds with
nonexempt funds as doing so will likely
lead a court to conclude that the funds have
lost their character as exempt funds.
Note: Craig D. Robins, Esq., a regular columnist, is a Long Island bankruptcy lawyer
who has represented thousands of consumer
and business clients during the past thirty-three
years. He has offices in Melville, Coram, and
Valley Stream. (516) 496-0800. He can be
reached at CraigR@CraigRobinsLaw.com.
Please visit his Bankruptcy Website: www.
BankruptcyCanHelp.com and his Bankruptcy
Blog: www.LongIslandBankruptcyBlog.com.

Want to Be a Mentor?
SCBA members interested in acting as a mentor to middle school students through our newly formed Mentoring
Program can contact co-chairs Debra Rubin at (631) 462-5888, drubin@rrmatlaw.com, or Cynthia Vargas at
(631) 331-0077, Cynthiavargaslaw@gmail.com.

